.
These algorithms have a broad range of applications, well beyond our initial focus on plasma-aided manufacturing. We chose plasma processing as our primary application because of the potentially strong industrial interest and the associated LLNL experimental program that produced measurements useful for bench marking our codes. It is obvious that codes produced for this application have usefulness in many other areas besides plasma processing.
These applications, magnetic fusion, accelerators magnetic bearings, magnetic storage read/write head performance, etc., received growing fractions of our attention in the later stages of this work
We developed a range of new capabilities in the course of this funding. Responding to a need to include realistic chemistry and ionization in the driven plasmas in plasma-aided manufacture, we became convinced that existing computational tools were not able to fulfill our requirements.
In response to this, we invented an entirely new approach to such problems. Our approach is to generalize the capabilities of existing methods:
ParticleIn-Cell (PIC) contains the required details of the distributions but becomes overwhelming expensive when applied to realistic, multidimensional problems.
The common alternative, the hydrodynamic model, has simply lost the ability to model this science because of the simple fluid assumption.
Our solution [1] , GaPH (for Grid and Particle Hydrodynamics), retains the kinetic capabilities of PIC while using fluid concepts within each particle to control the incredible expense.
The coupling of these two methods has resulted in a very powerful new algorithm that is now being applied to a range of programmatic problems thoughout LLNL that now far outstrips the initial applications area.
Similarly, our work in low-frequency EM models, while generally adequate to handle the initial plasma processing applications, became inadequate as we began to see the capabilities and possibilities of the powerful new kinetic transport algorithms.
To this end, we have revamped some of our most useful algorithms, ZMR (a zero-electron inertia EM model) [2, 3] , and a combination of AVANTI (an implicit PIC/EM model) [4, 3] and SDF (a Streamlined Darwin Field model) [4, 5, 6] . These new models DADIPIC (for DArwin Direct Implicit PIC plus SDF) [7, 8] and BLITZ [9](a far more capable ZMR) have led to a world of new applications (fast-igniter modeling for ICF, magnetic read/write heads, etc.) that amply demonstrates the flexibility and breadth of competency that can be obtained by mixing the capability of these models.
We have also added to our computational infrastructure in two important ways:
1) we have invented a new way to spread a banded linear system across multiple processors [10] which has led to a new massively parallel solution capability [11] and 2) have found a way to include or Embedded Curved Boundaries [12] into an orthogonal mesh. Both these capabilities are essential to realize the power that the coupling of existing and new plasma models have made possible.
